In this paper we extend our previous works on spherically symmetric accretion onto black holes and super-spinars to the case in which the fluid has a finite angular momentum initially. We run 2.5D and 3D general relativistic hydrodynamic simulations of the accretion of a fat disk. We study how the accretion process changes by changing the values of the parameters of our model. We show that the value of the fluid angular momentum critically determines turn-on and off the production of powerful equatorial outflows around super-spinars. For corotating disks, equatorial outflows are efficiently generated, even for relatively low spin parameters or relatively large super-spinar radii. For counterrotating disks, equatorial outflows are instead significantly suppressed, and they are possible only in limited cases. We also study accretion around a tilted disk.
I. INTRODUCTION II. SPHERICALLY SYMMETRIC ACCRETION
Spherically symmetric and adiabatic accretion in Kerr space-time with arbitrary value of the spin parameter a * was studied in Refs. [23] [24] [25] , in 2.5 and 3 dimensions. A summary of the numerical approach and of the main results can be found in [6] . The behavior of the accretion process is essentially determined by a * and by the physical radius of the compact object, R. Because of the ergoregion instability, it is likely that super-spinars cannot be extremely compact with R ≪ M [26] . However, they can be stable if their physical radius is of the same order of their gravitational radius and, in [25] , we assumed R = 2.5 M . The accretion process onto a super-spinar with smaller/larger physical radius can be easily recovered from the case with R = 2.5 M by considering a super-spinar with larger/smaller spin parameter.
There are three qualitatively different kinds of accretion:
1. Black hole accretion. For black holes and super-spinars with |a * | moderately larger than 1, one finds the usual accretion process onto a compact object. The increase in |a * | makes the accretion process more difficult: in the quasi-steady-state configuration, the velocity of the gas around the compact object is lower, while the density and the temperature are higher. The gravitational field indeed becomes weaker for higher spin parameters. One can easily understand this by noticing that the radius of the event horizon of a black hole monotonically decreases with a * . The difference, however, is very small and the exact value of the spin parameter does not affect significantly the process.
2. Intermediate accretion. As the spin parameter increases, the gravitational force around the super-spinar becomes weaker and, at some point, can become repulsive. Now the accretion process is significantly suppressed: the flow around the super-spinar becomes subsonic and the density and the temperature of the gas increase further.
3. Super-spinar accretion. For high values of the spin parameter, the process of accretion is quite different: matter is accreted mostly from the poles, while the repulsive gravitational field produces outflows around the equatorial plane. For R = 2.5 M , this occurs for |a * | ≥ 2.9, while for smaller/larger values of R, powerful equatorial outflows appear for lower/higher values of |a * |.
The outflows generated around super-spinars have no counterpart in the case of black holes. When |a * | ≤ 1, jets and outflows cannot be produced in spherically symmetric and adiabatic accretion. The most popular scenarios to generate jets around astrophysical black holes require the presence of magnetic fields (magnetically-driven outflows). For fast-rotating black holes, the Blandford-Znajek mechanism [27] seems to be the most promising and efficient way to extract energy from the black hole and produce relativistic jets. For slow-rotating or Schwarzschild black holes, jets may instead be powered by the Blandford-Payne mechanism [28] . Current studies, however, are controversial, and there is not a common agreement on the efficiency of these processes, see e.g. Refs. [29] and [30] . If the mass accretion rate is close or exceeds the Eddington limit, quasi-steady outflows with high velocity (v ∼ 0.25) can also be driven by the force of the radiation pressure (radiation driven outflows) [31, 32] . A model in which jets are driven by the force of the radiation pressure and collimated by the magnetic field has been recently proposed in [33] . In all these models, matter should be ejected parallel to the spin of the massive object and/or perpendicular to the accretion disk 2 . The outflows found in our hydrodynamics simulations in the case of super-spinars are instead gravitationally-driven outflows: they are produced by the peculiar features of the gravitational field in the Kerr metric when |a * | > 1. These outflows can thus be generated even when the accretion process is adiabatic and (at large radii) spherically symmetric. Here matter is ejected on and around the equatorial plane; that is, perpendicular to the spin of the massive object. In some circumstances, the amount of matter in the outflow is considerable, which can significantly reduce the mass accretion rate onto the central object.
III. THICK DISK ACCRETION
To study the thick disk accretion, we use the same set-up adopted in Ref. [25] . The accreting matter is modeled as an ideal fluid with polytropic index Γ = 5/3. Its gravitational field is neglected. Mass increase and the variation in spin of the massive object, as a consequence of the accretion process are also neglected. Our study is based on simulations in 2.5 dimensions, and the computational domain is 2.5 M < r < 40 M and 0 < θ < π. So, we are interested only in the innermost part of the accretion disk, where the properties of the gravitational field are more important. We run a few simulations in full three dimensions in order to check that our main conclusions based 2.5 dimensions are robust. The initial configuration and the boundary conditions are different from Ref. [25] . Here, the computational domain is initially empty. We inject gas from the outer boundary for π/4 < θ < 3π/4. For θ < π/4 and θ > 3π/4, we impose free-outflow boundary conditions, i.e. we set zero gradient across the boundary: this condition allows for both outflow and inflow and it is a quite common choice for this kind of simulations [20] . The gas is injected with non-zero radial and azimuthal velocity. Our default choice at the beginning of the simulations is v r = −0.15 and v φ = 0.0010/ sin θ, corresponding to a gas angular momentum per unit mass l 0 = 1.6 M . The polar velocity, v θ , is set to be zero. Snapshots of the gas density at t = 50 M , 75 M and 100 M , are shown in Fig. 1 , for the case of a * = 0.
A. Black holes
We first discuss the case a * = 0. The accretion process is determined by the gas angular momentum, which is controlled by the injection azimuthal velocity at the outer boundary. For low specific angular momenta, the gas reaches the inner boundary and is swallowed by the black hole. As the angular momentum increases, the height of the effective potential barrier increases as well. At some point, the gas cannot reach the central object and there is not accretion any more. The critical value of the specific angular momentum depends on the accretion rate and on the mechanism responsible for transporting angular momentum to larger radii. If the infall gas velocity is too low, the gas injected from the outer boundary clashes with the one already present in the computational domain, generating turbulences and random motions, a part of which leaves the computational domain. In this case, the gas has not the time to lose angular momentum to fall to the central object. On the other hand, if angular momentum transport by turbulent motions is efficient, the gas can reach quickly the black hole and new gas can enter easily into the computational domain. For higher specific angular momenta, the gas is confined at larger distance from the black hole. In all these simulations, the exact value of the injection radial velocity is not very important. For higher v r , the gas reaches the central object somewhat quicker, but for reasonable choices of its value we do not see a significant difference.
The density of the gas around a Schwarzschild black hole is shown in Fig. 2 for three different values of the initial specific angular momentum, l 0 . The exact value of l 0 , however, should be taken with caution. It is model-dependent, and also it specifies only the specific angular momentum of the gas injected from the outer boundary at the beginning of the simulations. As the system evolves, such a quantity changes its value according to the density and the pressure of the gas which is already inside the computational domain. If it were not so, we would obtain an unphysical gas configuration. In practice, the value of l 0 indicates the initial degree of gas rotation. The corresponding direction of the velocity of the gas is shown in Fig. 3 . In these picture, we clearly see that accretion from a thick disk is characterized by chaotic outflows, a feature absent in the case of negligible angular momentum of the gas. The existence of outflows resulting from fluid rebounding at the centrifugal barrier is a well known phenomenon in the case of accretion from thick disk and was already found in [16, 18] .
A reasonable estimate of the critical value of the specific angular momentum separating the case of accretion from the one of non-accretion onto a Schwarzschild black hole can be obtained by considering the motion of a test-particle 2. Snapshot at t = 1000 M of the gas density (in arbitrary units) around a Schwarzschild black hole for three different values of the initial specific angular momentum l0. For l0 = 1.6 there is accretion; in the other cases there is no accretion. In the case of higher specific angular momentum, l0 = 6.4, the gas is confined far from the black hole. The unit of length along the axes is M ; l0 in unit M = 1.
in the Schwarzschild space-time. The effective potential for a test-particle with specific angular momentum l is
The shape of the potential depends on the value of l. For l/M < √ 12 ≈ 3.46, V eff is a monotonically increasing function of the radial coordinate r and a test-particle coming from infinity is swallowed by the black hole. A comparison with the case of accreting gas is not straightforward. Moreover, the initial specific angular momentum tends to increase in our simulations. Nevertheless, we find a similar behavior for the accreting gas.
For rotating black hole, the behavior of a corotating disk is different from that of counter-rotating one, since spinorbit interactions determine the height of the effective potential barrier. For given values of |a * | and |l|, the barrier is lower for counterrotating gas, which can thus reach the central object even if it has higher angular momentum.
In Fig. 4 , we show the gas velocity at the time t = 1000 M around black holes with a * = 0, ±1, for l 0 /M = 1.6. The three cases do not present substantial differences. The high velocity gas in the region along the symmetry axis is a numerical artifact and should be ignored. There, the gas density is very low and the boundary is not fully under control. Fortunately, it does not singnificantly affect the rest of the evolution.
B. Super-spinars
As discussed in [24, 25] , spherically symmetric and adiabatic accretion onto super-spinars can generate outflows because the gravitational field is axisymmetric and, at very small radii, the force can be either attractive or repulsive. In particular, the radial gravitational force is strong and repulsive near, but outside, the equatorial plane; for this reason the matter in the outflows is ejected perpendicular to the spin of the super-spinar. The effective gravitational force acting on the falling gas depends, however, even on the gas angular momentum, which becomes thus an important parameter in the dynamics of the accretion process 3 . In Figs. 5 and 6 we show respectively the velocity and the density of the accreting gas around super-spinars with a * = ±2 and ±3, with our default boundary conditions. In all these cases, the gas reaches the central object and there is accretion. However, the accretion process for corotating and counterrotating disks presents a significant difference: for a * = 2 and 3, we see equatorial outflows characterized by gas with high velocity and low density, for a * = −2 and −3, the accretion looks more like the one onto black holes, with chaotic and turbulent motion of the gas, but without equatorial outflows. In our earlier work [25] , we found that outflows were generated for |a * | ≥ 2.9 with the same conditions (in particular R = 2.5 M ), but injecting gas with zero angular momentum. Fig. 6 shows clearly that a corotating accretion disk favors the production of outflows, while a counterrotating accretion disk suppresses it. To be more quantitative, we plot the accreted mass of gas in the volume r < 5 M for black holes and super-spinars, i.e. the quantity
4 Such a quantity is not associated with a conserved current. From this point of view, the relativistic accreted mass should be defined as
where u r is the r-component of the gas 4-velocity. However, here we can use the definition given in Eq. (3) to interpret the data without a significant difference. Macc(t) is closer to the Newtonian concept of accreted mass. The left panel of Fig. 7 shows the case l 0 /M = 1.6: as the value of the spin parameter decreases, the amount of gas which can reach the central object is larger. For a * = 2, the production of equatorial outflows reduces considerably the accretion rate onto the super-spinar. For a lower specific angular momentum, we find a trend consistent with the case of spherically symmetric flow discussed in [25] : the difference between the cases a * = 0, ±1 and −2, is apparently very small. When a * = 2 the accretion is much suppressed, but there are no equatorial outflows (Fig. 7 , right panel). Comparing the left and the right panels of Fig. 7 , we recover the quite obvious result that a lower gas angular momentum increases the mass accretion rate, simply because the effect of the centrifugal force is less important. Overall, the generation of outflows requires that the super-spinar is sufficiently fast-rotating and compact, i.e. the mechanism works for sufficiently high spin parameters |a * | and small physical radii R. The effect of the gas angular momentum is instead more complex. For corotating gas, the height of the effective potential barrier is not a monotonic function of a * , but first increases and then decreases as a * increases. A higher gas angular momentum favors the production of equatorial outflows, but, if it is too high, the gas cannot overcome the effective potential barrier and thus cannot reach the region close to the compact object where outflows can be produced. For counterrotating disks, the behavior of the accretion process seems to be easier to predict, because a higher angular momentum increases the barrier and makes the ejection of matter inefficient.
At this point, one can check numerically the features of the accretion process by changing a * , R, or l 0 . We find that the production of outflows is significantly suppressed when the disk is counterrotating: for fixed R = 2.5 M and l 0 /M = 1.6, outflows are possible only for a * < ∼ −5.5. Contrarily, outflows are produced very easily for corotating disks: for a * = 2 and l 0 /M = 1.6, we find the production of powerful outflows for R < ∼ 4 M .
C. Tilted accretion disk
In the previous sections, we have adopted the standard assumption that the accretion disk is symmetric with respect to the equatorial plane. There are a couple of astrophysical arguments suggesting that this is the most likely configuration, see e.g. the footnote in Section II. However, more recently, some authors have argued that tilted disks may not be rare [36, 37] . Numerical simulations of tilted accretion disks were presented in [38, 39] . It is interesting to study the case with a small but non-zero disk misaligned angle with respect to the rotation axis of the compact object. In principle, for 2.5D simulations, the choice of the boundary conditions at θ min and θ max along the symmetry axis may be problematic, because now we lose the axial symmetry and therefore the axisymmetric boundary conditions are not strictly appropriate. Here we consider small tilt angles. We have checked that our results are essentially the same for axisymmetric, periodic, or outflow boundary conditions. In the rest of this section, we show the results obtained by imposing outflow boundary conditions, which have some advantages from the computational point of view. At the beginning of the simulations, we inject gas into the computational domain for π/4 − i < θ < 3π/4 − i, while for θ < π/4 − i and θ > 3π/4 − i we impose free-outflow boundary conditions. This is our definition of tilt angle i.
For systems without equatorial outflows (black holes, super-spinars with small value of the spin parameter, superspinar with a counterrotating accretion disk), we do not see any new feature associated with the presence of a tilted Fig. 5 , we see that in the outflows produced in the cases a * = 2 and 3 the gas has low density. The unit of length along the axes is M . disk. Here the Bardeen-Petterson effect [35] cannot be seen because the gas is too energetic and turbulent, the disk is too thick, and the mechanism responsible for the transportation of angular momentum to larger radii is too inefficient. These are all ingredients preventing the observation of an accretion disk forced to rotate in the same plane of the compact object.
The case of super-spinars capable of generating outflows is more interesting. In Figs. 8 and 9 , we show respectively the velocity and the density of the gas for a tilt angle i = 5
• , 10
• , and 15
• and a spin parameter a * = 2. In these plots, the spin vector of the massive object is still along the y-axis. The outflow is not on the equatorial plane any more. It is generated close to the equatorial plane, but then the gas moves to the side opposite to the disk. The reason is that the outflow is not stable and tends to follow the easiest way to reach the outer boundary where the density of the falling gas is lower. For higher values of the spin parameter, the outflow is more energetic. The result is that, for very small tilt angles, the outflow can still propagate on the equatorial plane; for more misaligned disks, it propagates out of the equatorial plane at higher velocities (Fig. 10) . At least in the cases considered here, characterized by small tilt angles, we do not see any clear difference in the mass accretion rate with respect to the configurations with a disk on the equatorial plane. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
If current black hole candidates are not Kerr black holes, but compact bodies made of some kind of exotic matter, the Kerr bound |a * | ≤ 1 does not hold. The maximum value of the spin parameter may be either smaller or larger than 1, depending on the properties of these objects. The study of the accretion process for different value of the spin parameter may thus shed light on the nature of the black hole candidates.
In this work we have studied the accretion process in Kerr space-time with arbitrary value of the spin parameter a * . As already noticed in our previous papers [24, 25] , the accretion process onto objects with |a * | > 1 can generate equatorial outflows that can be unlikely produced around Kerr black holes. This phenomenon can be used as observational signature to look for compact objects with |a * | > 1. Here we have extended our previous studies on spherically symmetric accretion to the case of thick disk accretion, which is a more likely situation for a binary system, in which the compact object strips matter from the stellar companion due to tidal effects. Current numerical studies are not yet capable of simulating geometrically thin disks; we can however consider geometrically thick disks, which are expected when the heat generated by the viscous stress is not radiated away efficiently.
Accretion occurs only when the gas can overcome the centrifugal barrier, which is determined both by the spin of the compact object and by the angular momentum of the gas. For corotating disks, the centrifugal barrier is higher; that is, accretion requires either a lower gas angular momentum, or a more efficient mechanism to lose angular momentum. For counterrotating disks, the centrifugal barrier is lower and the gas can reach easier the central body.
When |a * | > 1, another effect has to be taken into account. The gravitational force at small radii and near, but outside, the equatorial plane can be strongly repulsive and generate powerful equatorial outflows. For non-zero gas angular momentum, spin-orbits interactions cannot be ignored and the region with repulsive gravity is not given by the simple expression r 2 < a 2 cos 2 θ, as in the case of spherically symmetric accretion. Now, equatorial outflows are more easily generated when the gas angular momentum is parallel to the spin of the super-spinar, while strongly suppressed in the opposite case. The production of outflows is determined by the spin parameter a * and by the physical radius of the object R, i.e. outflows are possible for high values of a * and low values of R. The main result of this paper is thus that in a typical binary system, where the gas angular momentum cannot be neglected, the accretion makes outflows possible even for significantly lower a * and larger R for corotating disks, while the production of outflows becomes unlikely for counterrotating disks.
